I. INTRODUCTION
A ROTORCRAFT-BASED unmanned aerial vehicle (RUAV) is a versatile machine which can perform hover and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) maneuvers. These characteristics have led to interests in the deployment of autonomous RUAV for military and civilian applications. Such applications involve low-speed tracking maneuvers in law-enforcement, reconnaissance, and operations where no runway is available for take-off and landing. While a fixed-wing aircraft is generally internally stable [1] , [2] , the RUAV dynamics are naturally unstable [3] - [5] without closed-loop control, which makes the control system design for the RUAV more challenging. To effectively overcome this difficulty, various control methods have been studied such as robust control [6] , proportional-integral-differential (PID) control [7] , model predictive control [8] , [9] , adaptive control [10] - [12] , and learning-based control [13] .
The RUAV control system can usually be divided into two parts, similar to the fixed-wing UAV control system: an inner-loop for controlling the attitude of the RUAV and an outer-loop for generating the attitude reference corresponding to the given position and velocity references [1] , [2] . An altitude tracking controller is also designed for the vertical axis. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of the RUAV is largely determined by the inner-loop control system. Performance improvements of the attitude control system have been enabled through adaptive control. In particular, neural network (NN)-based adaptive control methods have shown excellent performance in the presence of uncertainties through various simulations and flight tests [10] , [11] . In addition, the altitude control system has been also designed by augmenting adaptive NN terms [12] . NN-based methods have proven to be useful, yet the function approximation yields uniformly ultimate bounded results because of the residual approximation error. A simple method for removing the inherent error is to augment the NN with a robustifying term such as sliding mode control, but this approach leads to a discrete control law [14] , [15] .
To improve the performance of the RUAV control system with a continuous control law, this study and the preliminary work in [16] propose the NN-based adaptive control system with robust integral of the signum of the error (RISE) feedback [17] - [22] . The RISE feedback control can compensate for disturbances or uncertainty while ensuring a semi-global asymptotic results with a continuous controller. When augmented with an adaptive feedforward term, the sufficient high gain conditions of the RISE feedback are reduced, and the performance of the combined methods has been validated through simulation and experiment [17] - [19] . While the adaptive terms in [17] and [19] have been designed using a general adaptive control concept [14] , a 1063-6536/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE NN-based adaptive feedforward term is used in [18] . In this research, a linear dynamic model inversion (LDI) method is employed to reduce the design load of the control gain for the RISE feedback and adaptive feedforward term. The advantage of the LDI method is that, by utilizing a nominal model information, the need for heavier design efforts and large control gains for the RISE feedback can be avoided.
The proposed RUAV control system is divided into the outer-loop and inner-loop control systems. The outer-loop control system is composed of translational dynamics inversion and altitude control. In the translational dynamics inversion terms, roll and pitch commands are generated corresponding to the given position , velocity , and heading commands , [23] , [24] , where denotes the reference. To follow the given , ,
, and , altitude and inner-loop control systems are designed by the LDI method with the RISE feedback. The linear model for LDI is obtained by linearization of the nonlinear RUAV model at hover flight. The altitude and attitude tracking control systems are designed by differentiating , , , and twice with respect to time. Therefore, their second time derivatives have to include the control inputs for designing the LDI. That is, the input gain matrix obtained in the linearization has to be invertible because the LDI method requires an inversion of the input gain matrix. However, while the control inputs and directly affect the dynamics on the vertical velocity and yaw rate , the dynamics on the pitch rate and roll rate are determined only by the flapping angles , and other states. The longitudinal and lateral cyclic control inputs and directly decide the motion of and only [3] - [5] . To invert the input gain matrix, this study rearranges it such that the dynamics of and are directly influenced by and , and the dynamic effect on and is included in the uncertainty. Because this rearrangement increases the uncertainty that has to be removed by the RISE feedback, the NN-based adaptive feedforward term is added to the inner-loop control system to reduce the load of the RISE feedback. An adaptive rule for the NN approximator is designed to permit zero initial values by injecting more information (NN estimation terms) into the adaptive rule, without the need to design the initial values of the NN estimator [18] .
This brief is organized as follows. In Section II, the nonlinear RUAV model is reviewed briefly and linear models for the attitude and altitude control systems are obtained at the hover condition. In Section III, we design the NN-based adaptive control system with RISE feedback and prove semi-global asymptotic tracking using a Lyapunov stability analysis. A detailed numerical simulation result is presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are included in Section V.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF RUAV
This section describes the general nonlinear dynamic model of the RUAV and its linearization at hover flight. Then, to design the attitude and altitude control systems separately, the linearized system is divided into two subsystems: the first one for the attitude control and the other for the altitude control system. Generally, the dynamics for the RUAV are given as (1) where is a state vector and is a control input vector [3] . The kinematics are represented as (2) (3) where , , and and are the direction cosine and transformation matrices from the body coordinate to the spatial coordinate , respectively [1] .
To derive our control law, the dynamic equations in (1) are linearized at hover flight condition (4) (5) where and are the Jacobian matrices for a given flight condition [3] , is a measurable output, and is the output matrix for extracting from the state vector . The term is considered as the uncertainty, which is composed of trim information and high order term derived by the linearization. It is defined as , where the subscript zero denotes a trim value, and is a high order term.
In this study, the attitude and altitude control systems are designed separately using (4) and (5). To facilitate this, the matrices , in (4) are divided into two parts: one for the attitude control and one for the altitude control. This is motivated by the fact that the attitude states of the RUAV are mainly connected to the control input which is composed of , and , while the altitude dynamics are dominated by the main-rotor collective stick [5] .
A. Dynamic Equation for the Attitude Control System
The attitude states are mainly dominated by the control input [5] . To utilize this property in the attitude control system design, the attitude states are partitioned as (6) where , are output matrices for extracting and from the state vector , respectively. Differentiating (2) yields (7) where , , , , the subscript denotes attitude, is trim control input at hover condition, is a submatrix of the matrix corresponding to the control input , is a submatrix of the matrix corresponding to the control input , and is the pseudo inverse of which is composed of the identity matrix and zero . The term is computed using (2) and is designed in the altitude control system. Therefore, all the elements in (7) are known except for the uncertainty . The remaining concern is that is a matrix of rank 1 because while the control input directly affects the dynamics on the yaw rate , the dynamics on the pitch rate and roll rate are not directly connected to the longitudinal and lateral cyclic sticks and . As shown in [3] - [5] , and determine just the motion of the flapping angles , , and the dynamics on the pitch rate and roll rate are determined by , and other states only. Since the inverse of is required for the LDI, is rearranged such that the control effectiveness for and dynamics with respect to , directly affects and . It is achieved by substituting the steady state flapping angles into and dynamics, which is obtained by setting the time derivative , to zero in the flapping dynamics [5] . Then, it is possible to invert the matrix .
B. Dynamic Equation for the Altitude Control System
While the longitudinal and lateral cyclic sticks affect just the motion of the flapping angles and , the dynamics of the vertical velocity is directly affected by the main rotor collective stick input [3] . Thus, the LDI method can be directly applied to the design of the altitude control system, unlike the attitude control system.
To design the LDI-based altitude controller, the following differential equation is developed using (3) [1] :
The time derivative of (8) can be written as (9) where , . Then, (9) is rearranged as (10) where , , , is a output matrix for extracting from , and is trim control input at hover condition. Since becomes a zero row vector [5] , the effect with the control input is removed. As pointed out previously, the control effectiveness of is a real constant value because directly affects the dynamics on the vertical velocity . Thus, the LDI method can be directly utilized for the altitude control system with . To design the attitude and altitude control systems with the RISE feedback, we need the following assumption on the uncertainties , in (7) and (10).
Assumption 1: The nonlinear uncertainties , are the functions of , and , , respectively, i.e., ,
. Then, if , , and , and are bounded, and the first and second partial derivatives of (with respect to and ) and (with respect to and ) exist and are bounded. In (7) and (10), is composed of , constant trim states and high order terms, while is mainly dominated by constant trim states and high order terms under small pitch and roll angles. This means that they are deviation from the specific trim point, and their magnitude is very small comparing to the known terms in (7) and (10) . Therefore, and are dominated by Euler angle, their rates and vertical position, its velocity, respectively, because they are just small uncertainties generated in the motion of the rotational and vertical acceleration. Moreover, the fact that any planar translational motion of the RUAV is obtained through rolling or pitching the aircraft [5] , and the control system of the RUAV can be properly designed by decoupling the vertical and translational motions [6] , [7] makes the above assumption reasonable.
III. LDI-BASED NN ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR THE RUAV WITH RISE FEEDBACK
This section presents the LDI-based NN adaptive control for the RUAV with the RISE feedback. The objective of the proposed control system is to follow the given position , velocity and heading commands . The control system is divided into outer-loop and inner-loop control systems. In the outer-loop control system, the reference attitudes and are generated corresponding to the given position, velocity, and heading commands [23] , [24] , and the altitude controller is designed using the LDI-based RISE feedback control. Then, the LDI-based NN adaptive control with the RISE feedback for the inner-loop system is designed to track , , and .
A. Design of the Outer-Loop Control System
The outer-loop control system is divided into two parts: the translational dynamics inversion and altitude control. The translational dynamics inversion component generates and , while the altitude control system is designed by the LDI method with the RISE feedback.
1) Translational Dynamics Inversion for and : Generally, the relationship between the accelerations in the spatial coordinate frame and accelerations in the body coordinate frame is expressed using the transformation matrix in (3) [1] . If , and are substituted for the pseudo control variables , , and , respectively, the following equation holds: (11) Since the forces generated by the cyclic sticks , and tail rotor collective stick are relatively smaller than the force due to the main rotor collective stick , the forces , , are approximated as , , which are related to the main rotor collective stick only. Rearranging (11) yields
where the reference signal is given. To obtain an approximate value of and analytically, and can be ignored because they are relatively smaller than . Based on this assumption [23] , [24] (15) (16) To define the pseudo control variables , , , the error in each axis of the spatial coordinate is defined as (17) Then, PD-type pseudo control variables are defined as (18) where the proportional and derivative gains are designed by satisfying the system requirement such as settling time, overshoot, etc., [15] . , in (16) and the given are used as the reference commands for the attitude control system.
To develop the altitude and attitude control systems, the first four time derivatives of , , , and have to be bounded all the time. Therefore, we utilize the following assumption.
Assumption 2: To make , and their time derivatives bounded all time, , , , and are designed to satisfy the following conditions:
The condition is reasonable because cannot be the same as unless the RUAV falls free. Then, the bounded time derivatives (up to the fourth-order) of , , , and can be generated by fourth-order command filters.
2) LDI-Based Altitude Control Design With RISE Feedback:
To design the altitude control system, the filtered error is defined as , where is a positive constant. Using the dynamic (10) and and in (17) and (18), the following open-loop error equation can be determined: (20) where (21) The LDI-based altitude control law with the RISE feedback is defined as (22) where and are used for eliminating the nominal model information, and is the trim control input. The RISE feedback term is given as [20] ( 23) where is the generalized solution to , and , are positive control gains.
B. Design of the Inner-Loop Control System: LDI-Based NN Adaptive Control With the RISE Feedback
To quantify the inner-loop control performance, a tracking error is defined as , where is the reference command vector. Filtered tracking errors and are also defined as (24) where , are diagonal positive constant matrices. Similar to the altitude control system, an open-loop error system is developed as (25) As explained in Section II-A, includes not only the uncertainty related to measurable states but also the flapping angle dynamics. To reduce the load on the RISE feedback for eliminating the larger , the attitude control system includes the NN feedforward compensation. In a similar manner as in [18] , the open-loop error system (25) is rearranged by adding an auxiliary function (26) where is , and is defined as
The auxiliary function can be represented by a three-layer NN as (28) where and are bounded constant ideal weight matrices for representing , is the number of the neurons in the hidden layer, is the sigmoid activation function [18] , is the inherent error of the NN estimator, and is defined as . Since the desired command is bounded in Assumption 2, , and are bounded with real positive constants , and , respectively.
The LDI-based NN adaptive attitude control law with the RISE feedback is defined as (29) where is used for eliminating the nominal model information, cancels the effect of the main-rotor collective stick in the yaw rate dynamics [5] , and is the trim control input. The RISE feedback term is defined as [20] (30) where is the generalized solution to , the diagonal matrices , are chosen by the stability analysis, and is a 3 3 identity matrix. The NN feedforward term in (29) is generated as
where the adaptation rules for the weight matrices and are given by (32) , , , and are constant positive definite symmetric matrices, and is a projection operator [14] . The overall control system proposed in this study is given in Fig. 1 and its stability is briefly analyzed in the Appendix. The adaptation rules (32) include , which enables the zero initial value of the weight matrices and , unlike the adaptive rule proposed in [18] where the estimation terms always become zeros if the initial weight values are set to zeros. Since the design of the initial matrix or is not trivial, the fact that the initial values of and can be chosen as zero matrices is a desirable property. In addition, the term improves the transient characteristics of the adaptation process because more information is utilized in the adaptation rule, as illustrated in Section IV.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, numerical simulation is performed using the nonlinear RUAV model to validate the performance of the proposed control system. The nonlinear RUAV model has been obtained from the flight test data [25] .
To design the LDI-based control law, the nonlinear RUAV model is linearized at the following trim condition for hover flight:
states trim: input trim:
where the nonzero trim value of is for eliminating the antitorque generated by the main-rotor and, thus, and have nonzero trim input values.
The objective of the numerical simulation is to perform an automatic landing maneuver, where the scenario is given in Fig. 2 . At the first step, the heading of the RUAV is controlled from 0 to 45 deg, which is determined by the initial position and reference position . In the second step, the RUAV flies from to . Then, the RUAV vertically descends to 2 m and touches down.
The design parameters for the proposed control system have to satisfy the condition that minimal values for , , , and are set larger than 1/2, 1/2, 1 and , respectively, and and are sufficiently large, as addressed in the Appendix and [18] . With these conditions, the control design parameters are chosen as (33) (34) where the proportional and derivative gains for the pseudo control variables , are designed for a settling time of 15 s and the maximum overshoot of 4%. The number of the neurons in the hidden layer, , is set to 5 and the initial values of and are set to zero matrices. The results of the position tracking are given in Figs. 3 and 4 . The tracking performance of the LDI-based NN adaptive control with the RISE feedback is satisfactory, and the attitude and of the RUAV follows the reference commands generated in the outer-loop control system as shown in Fig. 5 . Although there is a small deviation of the yaw angle caused by the descent of the RUAV, because the anti-torque by the main rotor is counteracted by the tail rotor collective stick, it is negligible. Fig. 6 shows the control input history.
The LDI-based RISE feedback control system with the above control gains, without the adaptation logic in the inner-loop control system, has failed the automatic landing maneuver of the RUAV. This is because the uncertainty , which includes the flapping angle dynamics, is too large to be compensated by the RISE feedback with (34) only. The adaptive rule without in [18] , which needs the random selection of the initial weight values, has also made the RUAV unstable in the automatic landing maneuver, even though it could track the sinusodial attitude commands [16] . The reason is that, unlike the sinusodial reference presented in [16] , the desired commands , through the outer-loop control system are more difficult to follow using the NN estimation without , based on the random initial value. Through the automatic landing simulation the performance of the LDI-based NN adaptive control with the RISE feedback has been validated, whose adaptation rules include and, thus, do not require efforts for choosing the initial values of the NN weight values.
By increasing the control gains of the RISE feedback, the automatic landing maneuver of the RUAV could be achieved without the NN feedforward terms. However, in this case, the RISE method yields high-gain sufficient conditions, thus, its performance can be significantly degraded in flight test, because there are sensor noise and sample time delays. As shown in Table II the LDI-based RISE feedback control, the inner-loop attitude control system requires the NN feedforward term to reduce the load of the RISE feedback for eliminating the uncertainty of the flapping angle dynamics. By utilizing the RISE feedback, semi-global asymptotic tracking of the NN-based adaptive control for the RUAV has been enabled with continuous control. Moreover, an adaptive rule for permitting zero initial values of the weight matrices of the NN estimator has been designed by adding the NN feedforward term. Finally, numerical simulation for the automatic landing of the RUAV has been performed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
APPENDIX
By injecting the control laws (22) and (29) to (20) and (26), the closed-loop error system is obtained as In a similar manner as in [18] , the following inequalities hold:
where is the norm, and and are real positive constants. Theorem 1: The altitude and attitude control laws, and , guarantee that the altitude and attitude errors, and , go to zero if the RISE feedback gains are sufficiently large, and , the diagonal terms of the matrix and are selected by the following sufficient conditions:
where and are given in (46) and (47), are the diagonal terms of in (24) , and is introduced in the proof. Proof: See the details in [18] and [20] . Remark 1: The proposed control system in Fig. 1 , which is composed of (22) and (29), ensures asymptotic altitude and attitude tracking using the RISE feedback and NN feedforward terms. and in (16) are generated using the given position , velocity and heading commands . Therefore, , in (17) go to zero.
